Professor Harold A. Scheraga

Department of Chemistry and Chemical Biology, Cornell University, USA

presents a series of lectures:

Warsaw University of Technology

"Hydrodynamic properties of proteins to determine molecular size and shape"
October, 22th, 2009, 16.15-18.00, lecture hall 134 in Main Building WUT

"Effect of hydrogen bonding on PK’s and protein reactivity"
October, 23th, 2009, 12.15-14.00, lecture hall 208 in Main Building WUT

"Hydrophobic interactions"
October, 30th, 2009, 12.15-14.00, lecture hall 208 in Main Building WUT

"Introduction to molecular mechanics treatment of protein folding"
November, 2nd, 2009, 8.15-10.00, lecture hall 208 in Main Building WUT

Warsaw University

"Introduction to protein biophysics"
October, 22th, 29th, 2009, 11.30 - 13.30 and November, 3rd, 2009, 10.00 – 12.00, lecture hall 141 in Faculty of Chemistry Warsaw University

For more detailed information please visit website:
www.csz.pw.edu.pl
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